
ALL FOR LOVE BY JOHN DRYDEN

All for Love; or, the World Well Lost, is a heroic drama by John Dryden which is now his best-known and most
performed play. It is a tragedy written in blank.

He explains that Antony and Cleopatra are appealing protagonists because they are neither wholly good nor
evil. Shakespeare's is sprawling with high-flown emotion and intense character study, as you would expect. As
Antony watches from the roof of the palace, the Egyptian navy surrenders without a fight and joins the Roman
forces. Thus, Serapion hosts a festival to celebrate Antony's honour. He also sees her devising a plan with
Alexas to inspire jealousy in Antony by way of Dolabella. All the gods have not such power of doing good to
man, as you of doing harm. As she dies, she challenges Octavius to ever separate them now. Meanwhile,
Antony asks Dollabella to break the news of his departure to Cleopatra. Antony is overjoyed by Cleopatra's
decision and proclaims his love for her. Antony first denies his proposal but at last, agrees to quit Egypt.
Antony becomes convinced that Cleopatra has betrayed him to Octavius. This praise leads Dryden to a larger
consideration of the merits of the English constitutional monarchy, which he calls the best form of government
in the world. I'm glad to have had the opportunity to read all three pieces together. Alexas, in order to save his
own life, concocts a lie, telling Antony that Cleopatra is dead. Act One[ edit ] Serapion describes foreboding
omens of storms, whirlwinds, and the flooding of the Nile of Egypt's impending doom. Antony melts.
Antony's belief in Cleopatra's innocence hurts Octavia and she leaves permanently. He sees that Cleopatra
dotes on Antony and worries that Antony will not continue seeing Cleopatra. He actually failed what he was
aiming to do; passing a moral lesson. Cleopatra asks him about the behavior of Antony. Apr 16, Loly rated it
really liked it All for love by John Dryden one of the best plays I've read. London:Nick Hern Books Limited, 
Alexas enter and tell Antony that Cleopatra has prayed for him and also given some gifts as a token of her
love. The fleet he leads betrays him as his soldiers greet their opponents like old friends. The result was
absolutely the opposite. Copy to Clipboard. When Cleopatra appears for her audience with Antony, she
swoons and protests pathetically that she only wants to die. Cleopatra says that she has suffered more because
Octavia has the name of wife to protect her, whereas Cleopatra has lost her crown and reputation for Antony.
Act Five[ edit ] Antony takes Cleopatra's naval fleet and attacks Caesar. Ventidius then asks Alexas to testify
to the same story, which Alexas believes to be. Ventidius, a Roman knight comes. Cleopatra and Octavia have
an argument, it seems clear that Octavia is whom Antony rightfully belongs to, even if it is not she whom he
loves most. Alexas comes up with another plot, recommending that Cleopatra hide in her monument, which
she does. Antony then tells Ventidius to end his life, but Ventidius refuses and kills himself.


